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ABSTRACT.
The We will construct a general class of diffusions which includes the Brownian motion as a special case. Note that (x, y) = (x, y) whenever x is in B* and y in AA. p denotes Wiener measure on B with variance parameter Z > 0. We define for x in ß and fora Borel subset E of B, pt(x, E) = pt(E -x). Fernique [3] has proved recently that fß exp jf5||x||2S p (dx) < 00 for some 8 > 0.
Let (¿,
We will assume the following on (¿, AA, B): (1) ||-|| is of class C2 off the origin and (2) In this paper we will adopt the same notation used in [8] . We refer the reader to [8] for the following definitions. Let (it, r, g) be a C -Riemann-Wiener manifold ik > 3) modelled on (¿, H, B). We will assume that It is connected and separable. We assume also that, for any cf>a, cp g in the admissible atlas, \ÍUa, 0a); a £ A!, (Pß°d)7l , in addition to being admissible, is assumed to be of at least class Christoffel function V is defined by
Thus r(x) e Íd(B, B; B*) for each x. Finally the local measures \q (x, • ); t > 0, x e ffi! are defined by qi.x, E) = p(x)iO, exp~ l(E)), E e Borel field of UÍx), where pj is the Wiener measure in the tangent space T (il)) and exp , the exponential map at x, is C -diffeomorphic in UÍx).
In §11 we will make an estimation for admissible transformation. Also we will with C-admissible atlas \ÍU., cp .)\. Let g .. be defined in U ■ C\ U . by
xdet«^-1)'^))). Similarly, ||AC(x)||B* < a||x||2 for all x £ b(0, r, \\ ■ ||). Therefore for all 0 < s < 1 and all x £ b(0, r, \\ • \\) we have It is easy to check that
Thus from (1) we have
Putting (3) into (2), we get immediately \ifjtÍE) -ptÍE)\ < z-1(2a + ß2a2) fjxf exp \t~ 'a ||x|| 3 \ptidx)
But fE \\x\\6ptidx)<t\fB ||x||6p,U*) and JEexp|2i-1a||x||3}pfWx) < f exp\2rlra\\x\\2\pt(dx) < fEexp\8rl\\x\\2\ptidx)< Jb exp fz5¿-MlxH2 ip/a-x) = fBexp\8\\x\\2\pyidx).
Here we have made the change of variable x/\Jt -»x in passing from p idx) to p Adx). We have also used (iii). Putting these estimates into (4), we get (5) \ifjtÍE)-ptÍE)\ < V7(2a +/32a2)Mß!|x||6p1(zix) Jß exp {8j|*|| 2S pyídx) 1 *.
On the other hand, from Theorem 1.4 of [8], we know p ÍTÍE))
The same argument as before yields in H such that \hQ, h) = trace rj), for all h in H. We denote this unique element hQ by sp $. The vector space of all spur operators in AA will be denoted by "(H). 
Proof. Let b be any element in B* and define f(
Here the star indicates the adjoint operator with respect to AA, i.e. 8'(x)* means Putting (8), (9) and (10) into (7), we get and ÍV, if/) ate two charts with U n V ¡= 0 then
where 6 = i/f ° cp ~ 1 and x = dix). 
Remark 1. By assumption d'(x) -I £ %(B, B*) and d"(x) £ %(B, B; B*). Thus
Proof. We need only to show that A and o satisfy the transformation rule (11). On the other hand, it follows from (12) by a simple computation that, for all
Recall that the Christoffel function T is defined as follows: For all u, v £ B,
In particular, for all u £ B,
If (12) and (13) are put into (14), an easy computation shows that, for all h £ H,
where s(x) is given by g(x)_H = 8'(x)g(x)~'/7S(x) as in Remark 2 following Definition III. 1. Note that the three bilinear maps from H x H into H in the above equality are all symmetric. Therefore,
Taking sp on both sides and noting that 
which is the second of the transformation rules (11 simplicity, let W = W(p. ) and cp, = <fi. ., k > 1.
We will define a path X on W. U W in the following three steps:
Step (1). Suppose X(0) = pQ elfj. Let Xj be the local diffusion in cpyiWy) starting at cp Ap A constructed in (A) by using the standard Wiener process Wit) in (15). Let p, be the exit time of Xy from cpyiWy). Define îe X(i) = çà7I(X1W), t<Py. Now, if (i) Pj = oo or (ii) py < °° and X(pj) e cXWj u W2) then we put p2 = P3=---=0.
Step (2). Suppose px < oo and X(pj) elfj, the interior of W2. Take (3) and (4) Finally, we consider the given stochastic integral equation
It can be checked easily that
where a is a constant depending only on AC, ß and the quantity L ||y|| 2 p Ady).
Evidently we finish the proof by putting (21) into (20). Q.E.D.
Let us return to the process x(t) in W U W. defined up to the "explosion time" p.
Lemma III.3. // p < *> then X(p -) exists and belongs to <9(W U W ).
Proof. Let Dj = dWf -d(Wl u W2) and D2 = dW2 -cKW, U W2). by an application of the first Borel-Cantelli lemma. But this contradicts the assumption p < 00. Therefore Prob(£ ) = 0 for all 22 > 1. Q.E.D.
Let XAt), t < p2, be the process in W U "/. constructed before. Let XAt)
be the local diffusion in cf>AWA. Using X and X, in place of X = 07 (X ) and X , we can construct a process X At), t < p,, in W U W U W in the same manner.
The process X has the same properties as those in Lemma III. 1 and Lemma III.3 for X • namely, X is defined up to p,, it is compatible with local diffusions on charts of W^kj W2 U Wy and X3(p3 -) e diW y U W2 u W J if p3 < 00.
Inductively, for each 72 we can construct a process X (/), defined up to time p , in M7=1 ^ Wltn tne same properties in Lemma III. 1 and Lemma III.3.
Finally we define a process X(z) in It up to explosion time p = lim, ^^p, by X(z) = X it), t < p . Note that p, < p 2 < • • • < p. X(r) is unambiguously defined since, for each k > 1, X, _ .(z) = X, (z) up to t < p, ,. It can be checked easily that X(f) begins afresh at its stopping times. Moreover, X(r) solves the stochastic differential equation d%it, co) = A(X(z, co))dWit, co) + oiJ.it, co))dt in the sense of the following Theorem III. 1. Lei ill, c6) be a chart in (8. Suppose £ is a stopping time of X such that C < p and X(£) e (7. Lei pQ ¿>e ZÄe exz'Z Zz'zzze of XHz) = X(z + t£) /row (7. Then, for t < p0, X(z) S cpiJkt)) = XÍ0) + j!QAiXis))dWis) + Pa(X(s))¿s, where Wis) is a Wiener process.
(C) The infinitesimal generator.
Theorem III.2. Let f be a bounded function of class C2 on iß. Let X (z) denote the process constructed above starting at p. Then
where & is the expectation with respect to the standard Wiener process icf.
[9]), x = cpip), f^ = f n cf>~ 1 and cp is a chart at p.
Remark.
The right-hand side of (22) 
Now by Theorem III. 1 on the event t < p" the process X(t) = cpÇX.At)) satisfies the equation
Apply Ito's formula of the first kind to jA:
yx(z)) -/y<M/>)) = jóu*(xu)v¿(x(s)), dw(s)) + JqK/¿(x(s)), MxU))) + y2 trace A*(X(s))/^(X(s))A(XU))|a's.
Taking expectation on both sides and using (4) of [9, Theorem 3.2], we obtain immediately that Proof. Simply note that $' (x)u £ $(ß, ß; B*) tot all x £ U and u £ B. Q.E.D. Remark. We conjecture that ßA\x,-) and ßgiy,-) ate equivalent if and only it t = s and d ix, y) < oo and that they are mutually singular otherwise.
Proof of (i). Let p be the exit time of 53 (z) from UÍx) and let 6 ix, E) = Prob!53x(z) e E, I < p\. Let E be any Borel subset of UÍx); then 0 < ßtix, E) -dix, E) < Problp < t\ = oit) by Lemma III. 2. Thus to show (i) it is sufficient to prove that, for 0 < a< Y2, Recall that UÍx) is contained in a chart ((/, 0) at x. Let X(z) = 0(53 it)), t < p. Then X(z) = 0(x)+ C'A ÍXÍs))dWís)+ C!oíXÍs))ds.
Jos Jos
Piech [ll] constructs a fundamental solution ir (y,-)! of the parabolic equation
